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Abstract
Epidemic quorum protocols are known to achieve highly available agreement even when a quorum is not simultaneously connected. Therefore, they are a very interesting option for mobile and
other weakly connected networks. However, every epidemic quorum system proposed so far neglects
byzantine failures.
We propose a novel replication prutocol, called eBFT. To the best of our knowledge, eBFT is
the first epidemic quorum protocol to tolerate byzantine replica failures. We simulate eBFT and
quantify the overhead inflicted by adding byzantine fault tolerance to epidemic quorum protocols
in eBFT. We show that, at the cost of doubling the number of exchanged messages, eBFT can
deliver byzantine fault tolerance to epidemic quorum protocols.
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Introduction

Many distributed systems rely on quorum systems for reliable agreement in scenarios where part
of the system can be unavailable [1]. Quorum systems can be applied to a wide range of systems that
require coordination, ranging from data replication protocols, distributed mutual exclusion, name
servers, selective dissemination of data, to distributed access control and signatures [2].
In order to have a distributed system agree on a proposed candidate value, classical quorum
protocols require that a quorum of live processes converges to that decision. The quorum of live
processes is typically assumed to be simultaneously connected in the same network partition, which is
not adequate in weakly connected networks, e.g. mobile ad hoc or sensor networks, where connected
quorums are often the norm.
Epidemic quorum protocols (EQPs) were proposed to allow unconnected quorums to reach agreement on a value to be accepted [3]. This is done by running a finite number of elections, where each
replica may vote for one proposed value. By epidemic propagation of votes, eventually each replica
should be able to determine, from its local information, whether the system has agreed on a given
value, or the current election has reached an inconclusive state and a new election needs to be done.
EQPs, hence, are a strong tool for coordination in weakly connected networks.
Recent studies [4] show that the majority of IT software errors detected in commercial databases
can lead them to byzantine behavior [5]. Furthermore, the same can happen due to malicious attacks
[6]. Still, to the best of our knowledge, no EQP proposed so far is able to tolerate byzantine failures.
In other words, should the replicas belonging to quorum protocols suffer malicious attacks or software
errors, the EQP can take incorrect decisions.
Hence, we advocate that, in the same way that classical quorum systems evolved to more intricate
variations that tolerate byzantine failures [5], the same direction ought to be followed regarding EQPs.
The main contribution of this paper is a novel replication protocol, called eBFT, which is the first
EQP to support byzantine failures. eBFT allows agreement on a value to be accepted in unconnected
quorums despite the existence of a limited number of replicas with byzantine behavior. Like any EQP,
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eBFT uses elections and epidemic propagation of votes. However, eBFT tolerates byzantine replicas
by imposing larger quorums than other EQPs and by digitally signing votes.
We quantify the cost inflicted by adding byzantine fault tolerance to EQPs with simulation results
that compare eBFT with Keleher et al.’s non-byzantine fault-tolerant EQP [3]. We show that, at the
cost of doubling the number of exchanged messages, eBFT can deliver byzantine fault tolerance to
EQPs.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 addresses related work on quorum
protocols. Section 3 presents the system model assumed hereafter. Section 4 introduces eBFT.
Section 5 presents experimental results. Finally, Section 6 draws some concluding remarks.
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Related Work

Some state machine replication protocols [7] with byzantine fault tolerance have been proposed [8–
10]. These protocols allow to model a service as a state machine and replicate it at a number of
replicas, which contain a maximum limited number of byzantine replicas. Most of these protocols
ensure the properties of linearity [11] and termination of client requests. The total minimum number
of replicas to ensure these properties in the presence of f byzantine replicas is 3f + 1.
Moniz et al. [12] proposed a protocol that tolerates a limited number of mobile byzantine replicas and uses a failure model which is based on the Santoro and Widmayer’s communication failure
model [13]. This model assumes the existence of dynamic and transitory failures in the communication
channels. One characteristic of wireless networks is that the cost of transmitting a message to multiple
replicas is the same as sending it to a single replica, since these replicas are within communication
range.
The above mentioned protocols don’t use epidemic propagation of information as the epidemic
quorum protocols [3, 14] use, which we consider the most appropriate communication method for
weakly connected wireless networks.
Keleher et al. [3] proposed a protocol that ensures consistency of the state of a replicated logic object
in the presence of concurrent operations. The information of each replica is propagated among all
replicas epidemically. This characteristic withdraws the requirement of the existence of simultaneously
connected quorum, which is ideal to weakly connected networks.
To decide which operation is committed in the logical object, Keleher et al. uses elections. The
candidates of each election are the replicas that purpose an operation. All replicas can vote in one
and only one candidate. The candidate that wins the election has his proposed operation committed
and the others candidates have their proposed operations aborted.
The logical object has a fixed total vote weight of 1 that is distributed among all replicas. The
percentage of vote weight of each replica constitutes its vote power. The vote weight of each replica
is variable, which allows the existence of replicas with more influence in the decision of the election’s
winner.
The voting is made in a decentralized manner. Through epidemic propagation of each replica
vote information, a replica eventually will decide in a candidate to win a election based on its local
information. A candidate wins the election when he has the plurality of votes. The information
exchanged between the replicas are: (i) the result of finished elections; (ii) the known votes of the last
or unfinished election.
Holliday et al. [14] proposed an EQP that address the multi-object case and can commit multiple compatible transactions in a single election. However, their protocol does not ensure one-copy
serializability.
However the existent epidemic quorum protocols do not tolerate byzantine failures because if
we assume the existence of a Byzantine replica, this replica could convey the wrong information to
different replicas and provoke those replicas to take wrong decisions
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System Model

For simplicity and without loss of generality we assume that the system replicates a single logical
object. This system can be extended to a model where multiple objects are replicated in some group
of replicas.
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The total number of replicas includes a maximum limited number of byzantine replicas, f. The
minimum total number of replicas, N, is equal to 3f+1 replicas. At the time that eBFT starts every
replica in the system knows the value of N. However that value can decrease with the detection of
byzantine replicas.
The pseudocode of eBFT protocol is at Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Each replica maintains a
state that includes:
• votes votes[N]: each position votes[n] contains the known vote of replica i, that is, a request op
digitally signed by replica i, votes[i]= [op]i .
• proof byzantines[]: each position byzantines[i] contains the proof of a byzantine replica i behavior,
that is, a pair of votes at two different candidates (false vote), byzantine[i]={[op]n , [op’]n }.
• N: total number of replicas;
• request: request received from client digitally signed, [op]c ;
Also, in our model we assume asynchronous communication and that every message exchanged
in the system is digitally signed by message’s sender. In our notation [m]x means that message m is
digitally signed by sender x.
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eBFT

We now introduce Epidemic Byzantine Fault Tolerance (eBFT), a replication algorithm tolerant
to byzantine failures in replicas. If competing requests occur, eBFT tries to eventually decide a single
request to eventually commit at all replicas, while the remaining concurrent requests eventually abort
at all replicas. The algorithm propagates votes epidemically and uses elections to decide in which
order the requests should be committed.
For simplicity, we describe the algorithm assuming a single election. It is straightforward to extend
the described algorithm to multiple sequential elections, following Keleher et al.’s approach [3].
Each proposed request by a client is a candidate in the election and each correct replica votes only
in one candidate. Considering the total weight of all votes equal to 1, the voting weight of each replica
is equal to 1/N, where N is the total number of replicas. Like in other EQPs, each replica of eBFT
can only vote for one candidate and this vote cannot be revoked. By epidemic propagation of voting
information, each replica learns about the remaining replicas’ votes. Each replica with the information
of votes that it has locally, verifies if there exists some candidate with enough votes to be elected. If
so, the replica decides in that candidate and commits the request correspondent to that candidate.
To win an election a candidate needs to obtain a plurality of votes. However, due to the existence
of f byzantine replicas, f of the votes may be false. A false vote corresponds to when a byzantine
replica votes for more than one candidate. For example consider that we have a byzantine replica B,
two other correct replicas X and Y, and two candidates C1 and C2 . A false vote happens if B tells X
that B voted for C1 , and then B tells Y that B voted for C2 .
The key insight of eBFT is that, in order to tolerate f possible false votes, a candidate to be elected
in a correct replica needs: a number of votes greater than the votes in any other candidate, plus the
maximum number of false votes or byzantine replicas f, plus the number of replicas that have not
voted. More precisely, a correct replica A elects a candidate C1 if the following condition is true :
∀Ci 6=C1 votesA (C1 ) > votesA (Ci ) + f + unknownA
• votesA (Ci ): number of votes known by A in candidate i;
• unknownA : number of replicas, which their vote is unknown by A;

4.1

Voting

A correct replica only votes in a candidate when it didn’t vote yet in other candidate and one of
the follow conditions is fulfilled: (i) the received candidate is digitally signed by client(Algorithm 1,
lines 11-18); (ii) the candidate was voted by a replica and that replica have the candidate digitally
signed by the client(Algorithm 2, lines 29-30).
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The candidate digitally signed by the client is necessary to prevent a correct replica from copying
a candidate created by a byzantine replica. To ensure that a proposed candidate by a client reach
at least one correct replica, the client sends its candidate to f+1 replicas that haven’t vote in any
candidate yet(Algorithm 1, lines 2-8). Therefore it is guaranteed the possibility of somewhere in time
other correct replicas vote in the client’s candidate.

4.2

Epidemic Propagation of information

When a replica finds another replica, they exchange information. That information consists in
digitally signed votes and byzantine replicas’ identification that each replica knows. Also, if the
replica has voted in one candidate it sends that candidate digitally signed by the client (Algorithm 1,
lines 21-23).
When a replica receives the information it verifies if there are: (i) unknown byzantine replicas
(Algorithm 2, lines 3-7); (ii) unknown votes (Algorithm 2, lines 26-27); (iii) false votes. If some false
vote is detected by a replica, the replica adds the responsible for that false vote to the known byzantine
replicas(Algorithm 2, lines 13-18).

4.3

Detection of Byzantine Replicas

Each replica’s vote is digitally signed with replica’s private key and each replica knows all system
replicas’ public keys. Each vote’s digital signature guarantees authenticity to the vote.
With this mechanism, the byzantine replicas’ malicious actions are limited. A byzantine replica
can’t modify other correct replicas’ vote or vote for others correct replicas. However, a byzantine
replica can always vote for two or more candidates received from clients. With the votes’ authenticity
guarantee, this algorithm has the possibility to detect byzantine replicas that vote in different requests.

Figure 1: detection of byzantine replica

In the example of the Figure 4 we consider the communication between three replicas (R1, R2,
R3) with R1 as byzantine replica and, R2 and R3 as correct replicas. There are two candidates op and
op”. R1 votes in two different candidates and sends one vote to R2 and the other different vote to R3.
When R2 and R3 exchange voting information between them, they verify that R1 is byzantine replica.
When any replica detects a byzantine replica it decreases in one value N and thus incrementing the
vote power of each replica (Algorithm 2, lines 13-18).

4.4

Byzantine Clients

All messages, or requests, sent by the clients are authenticated with their private keys. The only
possible action for the clients is to propose requests (candidates). This way, a byzantine client will
never provoke different correct replicas to elect different candidates.
A possible attack from a byzantine client is the denial of service. A byzantine client can propose an
elevated number of requests (candidates) and consequently decrease the probability of any candidate
to be elected.

4.5

Minimum Total Number of Replicas

Assuming a maximum total number of f byzantine replicas, the minimum total number of replicas
in the system, N, has great influence in the possibility of a candidate being elected. It’s easy to show
that if N isn’t big enough it will be impossible to elect a candidate in any correct replica.
We considered that with N, it should be possible to elect a candidate when all the correct replicas
vote in a single candidate and all byzantine replicas vote in another candidate. We found that the N
value for this situation to be possible is 3f+1.
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Algorithm 1 eBFT pseudocode, part 1
1: Executed when Client c proposes a request op
2: function propose(request op)
3: while n ≤ f + 1 do
4:
Choose accessible replica B
5:
if clientSend(B, [op]c ) then
6:
n++;
7:
end if
8: end while
9: ——————————————————————
10: Executed by replica B
11: function clientSend(replica B, authenticated_request [op]c )
12: if B.votes[B] != ⊥ then
13:
return false;
14: else
15:
B.votes[B] = [op]B ;
16:
request = [op]c
17:
return true;
18: end if
19: ——————————————————————
20: Executed by all replicas to exchange information with other replica
21: function sendInfo()
22: Replica S chooses an accessible replica B;
23: replicaSend(B, S.votes[], S.byzantines[], S.request);

In any possible case, there is no chance of two or more different candidates being elected. The
only possibilities are: (i) no candidate elected in any correct replicas; (ii) some correct replicas elect
the same candidate; (iii) all correct replicas elect the same candidate.
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Evaluation

The primary goal of eBFT is to improve the ability of the system to make progress during times
of low connectivity in the presence of a limited number of byzantine replicas. Thus it is essential for
the system to have a good commit speed.
The main goal of this section is to evaluate the overhead of eBFT relatively to a non byzantine
fault tolerant EQP. For that reason our simulator runs both eBFT and Keleher et al. [3]. The main
difference between Keleher et al.’s and eBFT’s implementations in our simulator is that Keleher et al.
doesn’t have byzantine replicas, f = 0. The consequences in Keleher et al.’s implementation are: (i) a
request is proposed to only one replica chosen randomly; (ii) if a replica A didn’t vote and it receives
information of another replica B, which already voted in a request, then A copies the B’s vote; (iii)
a replica A decides in a candidate C1 if C1 has the relative majority of votes; ∀Ci 6=C1 votesA (C1 ) >
votesA (Ci ) + unknownA
We built a simulator using the same model as Keleher et al. [3]. In both protocols simulations
time is broken into uniform intervals and a thread represents each replica. During each interval each
replica randomly chooses other replica and sends its information. When all replicas communicate in
an interval, they move to the next interval. The simulation for each set of parameters ends when the
maximum number of rounds is reached. In all simulations when the maximum number of rounds is
reached all replicas have already decided on the proposed request. All results were obtained by an
average of 10 times with the same set of parameters.
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Algorithm 2 eBFT pseudocode, part 2
1: Replica B receives votes and byzantine replicas known by replica S
2: function replicaSend(replica B, list votes[], list byzantines[], authenticated_request [op]c )
3: for all byzantines[i] in byzantines[] do
V
4:
if !B.byzantines[].contains(byzantines[i]) proofValidation(byzantines[i] then
5:
ignoreReplica(i);
6:
N - -;
7:
B.byzantines[i] = byzantines[i];
8:
end if
9: end for
10: for all votes[i] in votes[] do
11:
known_vote = false;
12:
for all B.votes[w] in B.votes[] do
V
13:
if i==w ([op]i !=[op’]w ) then
14:
known_vote = true;
15:
B.byzantines[i] = {[op]i , [op’]w }
16:
ignoreReplica(i);
17:
N - -;
18:
break;
19:
end if
V
20:
if i==w ([op]i ==[op]w ) then
21:
known_vote = true;
22:
break;
23:
end if
24:
end for
25: end for
26: if !known_vote then
27:
B.votes[n] = votes[n];
28: end if
V
29: if B.votes[B]==⊥
requestValidation(B.votes[S], [op]c ) then
30:
B.votes[B]= [op]B
31: end if
32: request r = plurality(B.votes[]);
33: if if(r != ⊥) then
34:
commit(r);
35: end if
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5.1

Results

In this section we show all the relevant results obtained with the simulations of eBFT protocol
and Keleher et al.. All figures of this section plot both protocols in order to compare the results.
The first metric of interest is number of intervals needed for the first replica to commit a request
versus the total number of replicas. This metric is important for applications where write requests
are more relevant than read requests. In our protocol when the first replica commits a request then
eventually somewhere in time all replicas will do the same. Thus for the above mentioned applications
type, the most important is the time until the first replica commits.
Figure 5 plots the average number of intervals needed for the first replica to commit versus number
of replicas.
The other metric of interest is number of intervals needed for all replicas to commit a request
versus the total number of replicas. Figure 6 plots this metric.
Figure 7 plots the number of intervals needed by the n-th replica to commit with N=10. Figure 8
plots the same with N=100.
We simulated the existence of partitions in the network assigning to each replica a random partition
in each interval. In this experiment only replicas in the same partition can communicate. Figure 9
plots the number of rounds needed for all replicas to commit a request versus the total number of
replicas with the existence of two partitions. Figure 10 plots the same with the existence of twenty
partitions.
We also simulated the existence of concurrent requests, where zero or one of the concurrent requests
is committed. Figure 10 plots the percentage of commit versus the number of concurrent requests,
with N = 10. The percentage of commit is the relation between the total number of experiments
where a request was committed and the total number of experiments.

Figure 2: number of intervals for first replica to commit versus total number of replicas

Figure 3: number of intervals for all replicas to commit versus total number of replicas

After we analyzed the results we verified that eBFT needs about twice the same time intervals as
Keleher et al. for all replicas to commit a request or for the first replica to commit. There are two
reasons for this. The first reason is that in eBFT a replica needs a quorum with more f votes to decide
in a request than a replica in Keleher et al. needs. The second reason is that in eBFT the f byzantine
replicas can just simply refuse to communicate with other replicas, which in the case of Keleher don’t
happen because all replicas are correct.
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Figure 4: number of intervals for n-th replica to commit with N = 10

Figure 5: number of intervals for n-th replica to commit with N = 100

Figure 6: number of intervals for all replicas to commit with two partitions versus total number of replicas

Figure 7: number of intervals for all replicas to commit with twenty partitions versus total number of replicas

Figure 10 shows that eBFT in the presence of concurrent requests is almost certain that all requests
are aborted. The reason for this behavior is that when a client proposes a request, he tries to get f+1
different replicas to accept his request in order to have the guarantee that at least one correct replica
accepts the request. In the case of Keleher et al. the client just needs to contact a single accessible
replica.
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Figure 8: percentage of commit versus total number of concurrent requests with N =10
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Conclusion

Epidemic quorum protocols are known to achieve highly available agreement even when a quorum
is not simultaneously connected. Therefore, they are a very interesting option for mobile and other
weakly connected networks.
In contrast, epidemic quorum protocols are based on epidemic vote propagation model that is
known be much more appropriate to the availability challenges that weakly connected environments
impose. However, to the best of our knowledge, no epidemic quorum protocol proposed so far is able
to tolerate byzantine failures. Still, software bugs and malicious attacks are real threats to many
applications and systems running in weakly connected environments.
We propose a novel replication protocol, called eBFT, that is the first epidemic quorum protocol
to tolerate byzantine replica failures. We simulate eBFT and quantify the overhead inflicted by adding
byzantine fault tolerance to epidemic quorum protocols in eBFT. We show that, at the cost of doubling
the number of exchanged messages, eBFT can deliver byzantine fault tolerance to epidemic quorum
protocols.
We believe that eBFT is a first step into the valuable direction of byzantine fault-tolerant epidemic
quorum protocols. This work defines a first upper-bound on the cost of byzantine fault-tolerance in
this kind of protocols.
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